Minutes of the December 22, 2000 Special Public Meeting of
Advisory Neighborhood Commission 28 (Dupont Circle)
Chairman Pitsor called the meeting to order at 738 p m Commissioners King, Micone, Shannon,
Jackson, Del Tart and Newton were present, representing a frill quorum. Notice of the meeting had
been given and was posted to the public The purpose of this meeting was to discuss a proposed
voluntary agreement in the matter of the ABC Substantial Change request by JR’s Bar and Grill, 1519
17th St, NW
Chairman Pitsor continued with a history of the request It hegan almost a year ago when the owner
of JR’s filed a substantial change request in order to expand his operation into the former Angie’s
New Leaf shop at 1721 17th St NW There have been many lengthy discussions between applicant
and protestants including sessions with a mediator The protestants include ANC 2B, Dupont Circle
Citizens Association and a citizens committee numbering about 1 70 The primary concerns were
allowing the expansion within an existing ABC moratorium zone and the existing over concentration
of ABC uses (over 50%) in the zone
On December 19, 2000 DC City Council approved an amendment to the ABC Reform legislation that
would protect retail space from being displaced by ABC use within Dupont Circle existing moratoria
zones, excluding pending cases This amendment is a key element in the acceptance of the voluntary
agreement by DCCA and the citizens group. Frank llornstein, president of DCCA, reported that their
board voted unanimously to accept the terms of the agreement They felt the voluntary agreement
coupled with the ABC legislation was an acceptable compromise to resolve the protest and bring
closure to the matter
Chairman Pitsor moved and Commissioner Del lart seconded that
ANC 2B support the acceptance of the proposed voluntary agreement regarding the
substantial change request by JR’s Bar and Grill to allow its expansion into the adjoining
property and withdraw the ANC protest conditioned on the incorporation of the terms of the
voluntary agreement into the applicants license and contingent on the enactment of the ABC
legislation
Commissioner Shannon thanked Chairman Pitsor for his work towards the agreement Commissioner
Micone asked if item two in the agreement. regarding prohibition on using public space. was
permanent Commissioner King responded that agreements like legislation are permanent unless an
expiration date is included. Chairman Pitsor replied that item five indicates the agreement carries to
its successor and can only be changed by mutual consent of all parties to the agreement Frank
Ilornstein responded that in all his discussions regarding the agreement the understanding was the
agreement would he permanent Chairman Pitsor recognized the offices of Council Members Catania
and Evans in facilitating the successful development of the agreement and thanked Eric Little of JR’s
for his willingness to work out a compromise

Commissioner King pointed out that the proposed legislation actually gives monopoly status to the
current license holders on 17th Street lie does not feel that the moratorium is serving its purpose
Commissioner Micone expressed his gratitude to all participants in the process He also concurred
with Mr King’s concerns about the effectiveness of moratoria Commissioner Jackson commented
that the concerns about moratoria creating monopolies were considered during the renewal process
The trade-off was preserving the retail mix and preventing neighborhood gridlock He was
particularly concerned about the latter given the number of clubs that are being displaced in Southeast
Washington The 17th Street area does nor have the parking resources to absorb the displaced
customers.
Chairman Pitsor stated that the agreement was a in-win compromise in that JRs was able to expand
with certain limitations and the community’s concern--heard during the consideration of the renewal
of the moratorium--about loss of retail space going forward was addressed by the legislation lIe
thanked all the commissioners for their participation in this issue lie then called for a vote on the
above motion The motion passed unanimously
Chairman Pitsor announced the next regular public meeting of ANC 213 on January 10, 2001
meeting was adjourned at 81 5 p m
Respectfiully submitted.
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